INVITATION:—Students, alumni and readers of the Tiger are invited to use
these columns for 'airing'" their
grievance. Write a letter to the
editor, and sign it.
PUBLISHED WEEKLY.
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Reverend H. O. Chambers
of the Methodist church will
preach his last Sermon at
Clemson this Sunday. He is
being transferred to the
Central Methodist church in
Newberry. Reverend Chambers will be succeeded by
Mr. D. A. Clyburn of Spartanburg.

130-ROOM STRUCTURE
TO COST $193,000;
START WORK DEC. 31
Ground will be broken, and the
construction of Clemson's new
{193,000 barracks will begin on
or before Dec. 31, it was announced by J. C. Littlejohn, college business manager, this morning.
A definite site has not been selected yet, but the 130-room building will be erected in the general
vicinity of barracks 5, 6, and 7,
and it will have no basement.
The contract will be let within
the next thirty days and the building completed by summer. The J.
E. Sirrine company of Greenville
are engineers and 'architects for
this building.
The Clemson administrative authorities, in obtaining these new
barracks, the fifth additional units
since 1936, have jumped another
of Dr. Enoch W. Sikes' famous
"hurdles" and are looking to the
future and other "hurdles."
The general plan, as outlined
by an authority, is to construct
rooming and recreation buildings
and centers on sites located about
the present barracks. The laundry,
steam plant and utilities building
are all being considered as sites
for future dormitory buildings.
A science building, housing por=tions of the engineering, chemistry and physics schools is being
seriously considered. It could be
located between the chemistry and
engineering building.
Clemson is definitely growing,
and, as an authority put it this
morning, "a broad building program looking to the far future
is what we have."

————
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AS DOOMSDAY APPROACHED...
As blaring radios heralded the march of the Martians Sunday night, panic swept the
Clemson campus, but the staff photographer kept enough presence of mind to make a flash
shot of a representative group huddled around a loudspeaker awaiting the end. That's
H. M. Covington (kneeling) and (from left to right) Tad Shell, Barney Marshall, Ed
Schmidt, Ricky Rivenbark, Luke Lafaye and Pop Eadon. Though no one will ever know
their exact reactions as "doomsday approached" those who know them well tell us that
Covington was wondering if any of the Martian generals had more medals than he did;
Shell, thinking of past Taps, was just about on the point of promising every county club a
spread as big as Blue Key and the Minarets gets; Marshall and Schmidt were vowing to
attend evening watch every night; Rivenbark was sorry he hadn't let the boys have late
dates last week; Lafaye was saying, no more architect hayrides; and Pop Eadon was just
about to suggest 30 minutes of silent prayer. (Story on page 3).

No Emergency
ftTatci S!ioi&ig«r,

Watson States
Dave Watson, superintendent of
the college grounds, announced
today that the rumor that the
college water supply was nearing exhaustion was entirely unfounded. "It is true," he continued, "that the reservoir has felt
the lack of rain during the past
month, but the numerous springs
in the water basin are sufficient
to keep up the supply."
Mr. Watson said that there is
enough water on hand to last
three months. But, he continued,
pumps might have to be employed to force water to the stand
pipe for sufficient pressure
throughout the college.
Prof. W. B. Aull, head of the
bacteriology
department
and
school public health said, "Yes,
the supply showed signs of diminishing, but there is no real danger. I am sure it will last at least
two weeks. We have continued
our bacterioligical test on the
drinking water and it is still as
pure as ever."

Saturday; Game
Plans Completed
Corps enthusiasm rises today
as the plans for the Brigade's
march on Greenville Saturday,
Nov. 5, when the Clemson Tiger
football team will meet the George
Washington Colonials, are completed.
Brigade Commander, Colonel J.
S. Baskin, states that everything
is' ready for the trip and that he
is depending upon every cadet to
be in the ranks to advance and
cheer the Bengals on to new football fame.
Saturday inspection has been
suspended, and classes have been
moved up an hour. Nine o'clock
classes will meet at 8, etc., and
no classes will be held after 12
o'clock.
Minute details have been completed and Colonel Baskin. announces the followiny:
12:00 Noon—Fall in dinner.
(Continued On Page 6)

Tiger And Taps Sends Representatives
To Two Press Conventions his Week
fSOME TO CINCINNATI;

Going West...
Colonel H. U. Bookhart,
commander of the first regiment of Clemson's cadet
brigade, leaves by Saturday
for California and the National Scabbard and Blade
convention.

Officers Made "Fish"...
F. T. Knox, a prominent military figure is shown below
being officially inducted into Scabbard and Blade, national
honor military fraternity, by Cadet Colonel Fred Hughes.
The induction ceremonies took place on Bowman Field at
retreat Tuesday. Six men were inducted. They are: Knox,
F. W. Durban, J. H. Guess, L. Garrick, J. C. Cook, and H.
J. McAlbany. The new members are known as "fish" during
their initiation period.
Photo By Lee.

OTHERS TO DUE WEST
Framp Durban and business
manager Tom Lawton of the Tiger,
and Editor Tad Shell of the Taps
left yesterday for the American
Collegiate Press convention to be
held in Cincinnati, Ohio, this
week-end.
The Cincinnati University is
host to the convention, and delegates from college publications
over the entire country will be
present.
The convention program includes a number of lectures by
prominent journalists; discussion
groups, social affairs, and a football game.
The Clemson men are traveling
by train.

•

•

Convention Head..
Ed Franz of Atlanta, Editor of the ERSKINE MIRROR, is president of the
South Carolina collegiate'
press association which is
meeting in Due West today
and tomorrow.

•

Four prominent members of the
Tiger staff, headed by Managing
Editor Earl Mazo, are attending
the annual South Carolina Collegiate Press Association convention
at Erskine College today and tomorrow.
Other Clemson delegates are:
R. B. Marshall, feature editor;
M. R. Lawton, assistant business
manager; and Richard Braithwaite, news editor.
Ed Franz, editor of the Erskine
Mirror and president of the state
(Continued On Page 6)

Bookhart Leaves Father Time Dashes Through;
For California
Cadet Colonel H. U. Bookhart, Tiger Ball Memories Remain
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commander of the first regiment
of the Clemson brigade, will leave
by Saturday for Berkley, California, to represent the Clemson chapter, company K, 7th regiment,
at the 'National Scabbard and
Blade convention.
The visitors will be entertained
by Company L, fourth regiment,
from the University of California.
Meetings will be held to discuss
problems facing both the national
organization and individual chapters.
Colonel Bookhart is the leader
of Clemson's Senior Platoon,
well-known fancy drill unit which
has paraded at several football
games this season.

By Barney Marshall
Marred only by the fleetness
of time, Tiger Ball, with all its
tradition, ended at midnight Saturday, Oct. 2 9, and it was pronounced by all who attended as
a complete success."
With the Auburn Cavaliers furnishing the sweet swing of a wellorganized band, the Friday night
dance, preceeded by the Tiger banquet, got under way about 9 p. m.
It wae soon evident to all that
they were dancing to a smooth,
rhythmic swing band which skillfully mixed the "jive" with the
slower type of music.

&

RESOLUTION UP FOR
APPROVAL TONIGHT;
FORENSIC SOCIETY
TO DISPLACE OTHERS
The Palmetto and Calhoun literary socities meet tonight jointly to pass upon "merger" resolutions to be brought up by a specially appointed inter-society committee.
For some time the two societies'
activities have been steadily on
the decline, says President J. C.
"Williams of the Calhoun Society,
and "since Clemson is definitely
becoming more prominent in fhtercollegiate forensics, a number of
ue feel that merging the two organizations into one powerful Forensic club would be a method for
solving the problem put up by
defunct literary societies."
Resolution"
The resolutions committee composed of Bill Wade, J. C. Williams,
Tom Lawton' (president of the
Palmetto society), and Prof. Paul
Lucas adopted the following stand
this week:
I. A single organization known
as The Calhoun Forensic Society
shall succeed the traditional literary societies. It is stipulated that
if after a year's trial of the joint
group members formerly associated either with the Palmetto Society or the Calhoun Society wish
to withdraw in favor autonomy,
they shall have the privilege
II. Officers of this society shall
constitute a central committee to
be called the Calhoun Forensic
Council and shall be chargtd with
responsibility for the intercollegiate forensic activities of Clemson.
III. It shall be the dual purposeof the society:
A. To stimulate increasing inspeech activitresf^ta. --ftT'\!im, and
by means of,
1. Vital program material, assigned and effectively presented.
2. Dissemination of propaganda
on the significance of speech cultivation, the opportunity in forensic society participation, and incentives to forensic competition.
The opportunity of a hearing in
chapel shall be requested at least
once a year.
B. To advance the reputation of
Clemson in state and sectional
forensic circles by,
1. Training debaters and speakers to represent Clemson at various
(Continued On Page 6)

Soph President...
Last week J. J. Lever was
elected president of the
sophomore class. Other officers include : Pinckney
Eve, vice-president; Heyward Simpson, secty.-treas.;
and E. W. Dunham, historian.

Sophomore
Officers
Elected
J. J. Lever of Columbia was
elected president of the Clemson
sophomnve class last Thursdav.
Pinkey Eve of Burton, vice-president; Heyward Simpson, of Anderson, secretary and treasurer;
and E. W. Dunham, historian.
Candidates were nominated at
a class meeting in the chapel the
night before.
Unsuccessful candidates were
Howard Copeland, T. B. Rutledge,
Henry Buchanon, and Lauren
Driesbach.
"Silver" Comes Through
Tiger representatives went to
Due West and the State Press
convention in "Silver" the '29
model etaff car.

Weeks Urges Preparedness,
Tells Of R. 0. T. C. Today
Colonel C. W. Weeks, Clemson's
commandant, told a radio audience
this morning that the R. O. T. C.
was an important spoke in a much
needed American defense program.
The Colonel spoke from Clemson
at 12:15.
In his talk he .cited incidents
from many of the recent European
"mix-ups" -which show that preparedness is more and more necessary and he showed where the
R.. O. T. C. was there to do its
parts. Some 6,500 reserved officers
graduate from R. O. T. C. schools
annually, he said.
Later in the speech, the Colonel
explained Clemson's military setup and accounted for its apparent
efficiency.

"When you find that you are
very dumb; ask your old lady
to give you parade rest."
—Gammon.

"We can associate these bugs
with Cleopatra. They've got it."
The Tea dance proved to be a
—Sherman.
jam session well worth the 50c
"Mazo isn't here so I can say
admission price, and after time out
for supper was taken, and a brief this without fear of being quoted."
—Gee.
change of clothes completed, the
informal Saturday night dance
need a cot in every class.
commenced. Attended by a larger If "We
the teacher is not using it,
crowd than either of the other two there
is always a student who
dances, this proved to be a delightfully spent evening, and with will."
—Rhyne.
Father Time quickening his pace,
it ended all too soon.
"This quiz will separate the
The field house was very ap- Clark Gables from the Einsteine."
—Glenn.
propriately decorated, and with
numerous Tigers in evidence, an
"I never owned but one. business
atmosphere was created which
helped the dances become the suc- and I lost my pants in that."
—Gates.
cess that they were.

Preparedness.. <
Colonel C. W, Weeks,
Clemson's commandant, in a
radio speech this morning
urged America to be prepared for "anything—even the
impossible." The Colonel has
served through many campaigns during his 40 years
of army service.
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WE CAN DO
SOMETHING
Sunday, Nov. 13, marks the
100th anniversary of Thomas
G. Clemson's marriage to Miss
Ann Calhoun, daughter of the
statesman, John C. Calhoun.
They were married in Fort
Hill, the home o Calhoun, here
on the campus.
Mrs. F. T. Dargan, president
of the local U. D. C. chapter,
this week formally invited
"everyone from all over" to
visit the Calhoun mansion here,
definite program has been arranged, members of the U. D.
C. chapter will supervise inspection of the mansion, and
probably the campus.
True, the event takes place
on Sunday, but nevertheless
the Tiger suggests that something special—be it parade,
wearing of full dress or band
concert—be arranged by the
corps for the occassion. The
100th anniversary of the marriage of the founder of our institution to the daughter of one
of America's finest statesmen
right here on the campus is an
event worthy of much recognition.
LITERARY SOCIETY
COMBINATION—
Recently a movement was
started to combine the memberships of Clemson's "traditional" old Literary Societies
—the Calhoun and the Palmetto.
These supposedly arch-rival
bodies have, in the past few
years, deteriorated from the
once proud and practical Forensic position that they once
held to another name on the
school's ever increasing list of
"name clubs."
A few interested men have
tried to inject new life into
these dying organizations by
uniting them, in meeting only,
to contest in various forms of
forensic activity. But even this
method of awakening interest
has failed to secure a large attendance.
Interference of other club
rrieet^ngs has been suggested
as the cause of the slack attendance; which in reality
means that the other clubs are
not merely meejting at the
same time but are also taking
precedence every time.
It is high time that steps be
taken by some of us who are
taking a few of the courses
that have a literary trend and
many more who will benefit
from Literary Society training, to build up these two admittedly inactive clubs.
Forensic activities at Clemson were started by men who
saw a need for the development of oratorical and debating power in their age. That
need exists today in rapidly

changing America and the best
place to get it is in a well
supported, functioning forensic
club.
Colleges over the entire nation are once more beginning
to realize this, and la "Literary
Renaissance" is hitting the
American Campus. Last year
one of our societies helped to
bring about the formation of
a Forensic Council and Debating Team, both of which" did
excellent work at the Southeastern Forensic Tournament.
This was the first step toward
revival.
Clemson,^ mechanically and
agriculturally on top, must not
be dragging the bottom forensically.
W. B. W.
WHAT TO DO ABOUT
FURMAN'S FOOLISHNESS?
This is not an editorial but
rather an open letter to the
corps. With that reminder this
is not written with the intent
of conveying some ideas of the
writer; instead this is a condensation of the attitude and
poise of a representative student. Their convictions are
well-reckoned and based on
fact and experience.
Last week at the FurmanDavidson game, which was attended by abo'ut fifty uniformed cadets, a surprising thing
took place. These boys expecting the usual admission of forty cents were told at the gate
that the Furman Athletic Association had decided that the
regular adult price of $1.10
would be asked. To ibe sure,
that was as far as the men at
the gate got. He could ask for
what he Wanted, but the cadets felt that the outrageous
price had the faint odor of the
time-old "feud."
One of the students, a colonel, decided that it was simply
an invitation to "crash" the
gate. He said that he was denied a student ticket—what
was there left for him to do?
The rest of the cadets quite
agreed with him and commenced to do likewise. The crowds
began to gather and the gate
was jammed. The remaining
boys took to leaping the fence
but were met by the Furman
Rat team, who, with clubs,
forced them to retreat.
By the end of the second
quarter mo(t of the cadets had
S"-

-

„ilO~u- ">-•
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other? rilgyTofmed a neat
block on the Davidson side and,
with the leadership of a Col.
and a Captain, made a very
impressive cheering section for
Davidson. They all had a motive, an inspiration, and they
made it evident which team
they favored. It was not in
vain, for they felt responsible
for the last minute victory over
the Hurricane.
These cadets declare this to
be a slap in the face. One said,
"What are we to do; give
them the other cheek, or fight
back?" We have control of
the same stadium this week.
Shall we require the Furman
students to pay • $1.10 also?
Think it over, cadets. One more
thing, are we going to beat
FURMAN?

OUR COMPANY
LIBRARIES—
The man who says that
Clemson cadets are deficient
in their literary thirsts, is, to
say the least, misinformed.
The company libraries
"founded" and maintained solely by students on their own
companies last year, are coming back stronger than ever,
and today there are several
companies in barracks which
have reading rooms where cadets may relax and read constructive and entertaining articles in current magazines.
Among periodicals to be
found on these shelves are
such publications as Reader's
Digest, Forum, Times, Life,
Saturday Evening Post, Fortune, and any other number
of other technical, intellectual,
fictional, and humorous magazines.
The main advantage of these
organizations is their co-operative set-up. For only a few
cents a week any cadet may
have for his perusal ten to
thirty of the leading periodicals.
This movement certainly
bears out a statement Dr. Sikes
made last year in which he said
that the influerrce of the finer
arts is rapidly becoming
stronger in the agricultural and
mechanical colleges—today's
most popular institutions of advanced learning.
G. M. M.

Little Bosco
From
Other
Campii
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By Stubblefield

"People won't even talk to me any more since those darn
people from Mars brought on such a scare."

By Ed Schmidt
That he is afraid to think what
might happen to L. B. (one pound)
Smith if he doesn't stop wearing
his cap over his eyes—he might
even bump into something immovable like . Colonel Bookhart 'er
sump'n.

Columbia University—
A shortage of students within
the next decade threatens permanence of many colleges and. universities, Frank H. Bowles, director
of Columbia University admissions,
declared in his annual report.
Mr. Bowles said that restriction
of building programs, conservative
financing, and the elmination of
all expenditures of doubtful value
are essential.
He based his report on the figures which show that the number
of primary-school students decreased throughou/t the nation
from 21,000,000 in 1926-27 to
20,000,000 in 1936-37, inferring
that this means fewer college
students in the future.

OSCAR SAYS - - -

A New Idea— ,
Three state universities, Ohio
State, Purdue, and Michigan are
carrying on a new co-operative
movement whicli might prove of
significant importance.
The plan which is being formulated calls for a pooling of resources of the neighboring universities so that a student living
in any one of the three states
may take advantage of the specialized equipment of one of the universities. The student takes his
university where he pays his fees
and obtains his Hegree; then he
may spend the last two years in
another college where specialized
training is offered. Such co-operative planning may result in better
educational opportunities.
Northwestern—
Slender, b.ushy-haired.^ William
Mjontgomer-jaaied professor of political science has just returned
from the Orient where he was engaged in writing a book and doing
research on the "Empires of Central Asia."
Although they had never seen
the costume before, the University
students did not need to look twice
to identify the figure that stalked
across their campus last week
wearing an enormous Chinese fur
cap, a great Chinese otter fur coat,
and great alley-cat fur gloves.
The students exclaimed, "there
is only one man on any U. S.
campus who would dress like that;
Bill McGovern is back."
Northwestern's students rushed
to register for his courses and
whisked him off to the University
club to hear of his latest adventures.

OSCAR SAYS - - -

That , he thinks it would be
humane for somebody to give
Littlejohn "at ease"—he has been
at "attention" since school started.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That he has heard some tales
That despite Peter Page.s exabout Benjy Moore and Hank Cov- periences with the Lancaster jail,
ington leading the cheers at the Oscar prefers the one in PendleFurman-Davidson game. Well he's ton.
glad to know that they are good
OSCAR SAYS - - for something.
That Phil Troy is some comOSCAR SAYS - - mander. He called two successive
That you should have seen Big upperclassmen drills this week and
Bell "trucking on down" to the claims that the freshmen on his
guard room to phone his girl when company still "out-military" the
he just got his Lieutenant.
uppers.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

OSCAR SAYS - - That the only casualty suffered
That all the king's horses, etc.,
here from the Martian "invasion"
was senior Mitchell—boy can he couldn't keep editor Durban's date,
Gussie, quiet Saturday night.
blush.
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OSCAR SAYS - - -

University of California.—
Although we have another name
for it out in California, they
call it "polishing the apple." Taking up for the students and using
these words, "Polishing the apple
is part of producing," professor
John M. Pfiffner believes that getting "A's" in college by applepolishing is an effective stepping
stone in getting "A's" in everyday life. The student who has contacts with his professors, and who
can do a little successful "bawl"
er . . . I mean "apple polishing"
will be able to get along by the
same methods in business.
You must remember there are
two types of apple-polishers—the
successful and obvious.

a sophomore ring committee.

Popular Opinion - ■ ■
By G. M. McMillan
"HOW DID YOU LIKE 'SKEETS' MORRIS AND HIS
AUBURN CAVALIERS AT THE TIGER BALL
LAST WEEK END?"
Russell Wolfe: "The Cavaliers
were better than the average college band. The leader had an exceptional personality and enjoyed
the close co-operation of the other
members. Their novelties were
good, and the girl was not just
good looking, as is quite often the
case; she had a voice."
? ? ?
?
Prof. G. H. Edwards: "I enjoyed
the band immensely, and think it's
mighty good. All the comments
I have heard are very, favorable,
too."
? ? ?
?
Caroline Fulmer: "I liked the
band a lot and think it would be
nice if they played for Ring
Dances."

Jack Ragsdale: "I'm for it!"
?
? ?
?
Bill Zeigler: "The band was
pretty good. I enjoyed it because
they didn't play too many fast
pieces."
? ? ?
?
Peg Williams: "Best I've heard.
I don't know whether it's because
I had a good time or because it
was a good band."
? ? ? ?
Francis Bell: "It was one of the
best emal lbands we've had here.
They specialize in sweet music."
? ? ? ?
Bill Leonhirt: "The Cavaliers
are a lot like Dean Hudson was
when he was at Clemson. They
have good possibilities and are a
good band to dance to."

tween these two terminal days we
do everything from listen to some
of the nation's big newspaper columnists to see a football game.
This little outing provides not
only some interesting pointers for
journalists but a lot of fun for
tne representatives.
LETTERS—'Lately the Tiger
has been receiving letters from
"""'*f®ajji£tsi and from outsiders with
I trTSW^Smplaints "to the college or
- this paper be published. This is enCONVENTION—This week four couraging to me, because it shows
of us from Tiger and Taps will that the people who read the Tiger
journey to Cincinnati for the take an interest in it and look to
associated col- it for their medium of contact. I
legiate
press would like to ask that any of
conve n t i o n . you who feel that you have a comFrom what I plaint to make to me or to this
hear, these paper, or wish us to print your
conven t i o n s letter, just address such a letter
are quite the to me. We appreciate it!
thing. Five
MARTIANS AGAIN— After
hundred jour- fighting off the Martian invading
nalists
and hordes Sunday night, I think we
would-be jour- can very safely declare our nation
nalists from impregnable to invasion. I thought
tl those
every birds
state in
had us there for
the union will awhile. When I heard the airffiHs.
» 5HH register at the planes fall, the gun crews die by
Hotel Gibson gas, and practically the whole
some time Thursday and will army, navy, and militia destroyed,
check out sometime Sunday. Be- I began wondering if Sergeant

TALK
..of..

TOW/KL

The Greenville
Chamber of Commerce
EXTENDS TO THE CLEMSON CADET CORPS

A Hearty Welcome
TO GREENVILLE AT ANY AND ALL TIMES AND PARTICULARLY
ON THE OCCASSION OF THE

Clemson-George Washington Game
Thursday, November 3rd
IF-WE CAN RENDER ANY SERVICE AT ANY TIME
PLEASE COMMAND US.

OSCAR SAYS - - -

That supporting Tiger advertisThat (they can't bust me) Pope
is the first of this year's crop of ers isn't a bad idea, and that he,
seniors to make the fatal step. Oscar, buys (and visits) only from
Definite proof is not on hand but those places mentioned in the
Tiger.
he still believes what he reads..
OSCAR SAYS - - -

OSCAR SAYS - - -

That he hears five cadets almost caught pneumonia Saturday
night waiting for little "Mackey"
to come in but Oscar knows it was
all in vain as the "Little Napoleon" didn't show up with her until
reveille.

That there was some fine dance
material on the floor this weekend, and all this new talent looks
very, very promising.

OSCAR SAYS - - -

OSCAR SAYS - -' -

That Steve Moore really takes
the cake. He asks his "Ole ladies"
sister up for the dances, borrows
five dollars from the same old lady
to pay her expenses, and then
bums a ride back to Winthrop
with the Y delegation.

That Monte Carlo is now back
on regular schedule since the
"Mars Invasion" scare stopped%ll
the activities. The "Amen" and
OSCAR SAYS - - "Pray Brother" expressions have
That when last Sunday night's
gone back to "Come Seven" and
"Shoot The Liquor to me, Johnny war scare turned "a flourishing
poker game into a first class
Boy."
OSCAR SAYS - - prayer meeting, all Goon Miller
That Estacita Clark says that could think of was "Twinkle,
her affair with Booky Talbert is twinkle, little star." '
only "J'lutonic." Oscar has conOSCAR SAYS - - That in spite of Colonel Weeks'
sulted several dictionaries but as
yet hasn't been able to find out warning, Oscar predicts that the
Furman campus is in for a
what she means.
OSCAR SAYS - - thorough dusting out this SatThat he really felt sorry for urday, and the price of rat caps
Billy Nicholson when he awoke is rising steadily.
in the middle of the Tiger Brawl
OSCAR SAYS - - That due to two conflicting Colto find "Strong-arm" Grayson
slapping him and pointing to the legiate Press Conventions those""
two brother communists, Lawton
door.
OSCAR SAYS - - and Mazo, are separated for -the
That the Tiger and Taps dele- first time this year, and Comrade
gates leaving for the press conven- Mazo is dashing wildly about wavtion all carried their rain coats— ing his arms and tearing his hair.
Ohio is a "wet" state but will the
OSCAR SAYS - - That Joe
(body beautiful)
coats do any good? Oscar suggests
a box of aspirin and som'_ NaHc03. Payne's chest expansion has inOSCAR SAYS - - creased two full inches since that
That Snug Horner is one of the free blowing up in the papers last
best captains Pearman has on his week, and Oscar wonders if that
company. Horner says he wishes little co-ed at Carolina, read i.t—
-a£_'———""-^ -^r„
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That in spite of the fact that
Martin Crook (the hard boiled
little captain) didn't make Scabbard and Blade he still has hopes
of making the horse's neck club.
But Oscar thinks that the little
"cutie" had better mend his ways
cause there's a rumor going round
on A company.

OSCAR SAYS - - -

That Kid Young Love Sweeny
finally managed to get little Wuzzie up for another dance, but Oscar doesn't think conditions have
changed any. Fight, Sweeny, fight!
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That with all this talk of the
water supply being low Oscar has
started a cleanliness campaign that
OSCAR SAYS - - has no equal, and is even washing
That with all the chapel and his hands before meals in an efretreat formations being used by fort to get that extra vacation.
Blue Key, Scabbard and Blade,
and Tau Beta Pi, he expects any
day now to see Harris L. Beach,
master of the Grange, call a revielle formation to tap new members.
The fourth all southern Baptist
OSCAR SAYS - - That he was a little relieved last student convention was held last
week when he found out the soph- week-end at Memphis, Tenn. Stuomore class meeting was only to dents from 17 southern states and
elect officers and not to appoint 400 college campii were represented and noted speakers from all
parts of the world attended.
Speakers on program depicted
Wilkinson would get up that time
of night and come over to the sup- to students the acuteness of world
ply room to give me a firing pin problems and brought home to
for my rifle. Not that it would them the full conception of what
have done any good against the war would mean, not only to Eu"Mighty
Mechanical
Monsters rope but to the United States.
They endeavored to give the
from Mars," but if I had done
what I started to do the jungle only real solution of world probwould have been mighty thick lems. A return to religion is our
when and where I stopped running solution, according to them.
Those attending were, Floyd
and I would have needed a rifle
to protect myself. Thank goodness Johnson, John Gaskins, John
there are minute organisms on this Lynes, Jacob Gregory, Ray Blackearth. I'll probably study my bac- mon, S. B. Williams, Bill Foster,
teriology harder now and if I find L. D. Malphrus, Ed Switzer, J. D.
the organism that was responsible Hughey and Tillie Haywood.
The trip was taken in autos
for the death of those terrible
Martians I'll personally congratu- through Gainesville, Chattanooga
and on to Memphis, crossing the
late him for his brave deed.
"EAST IS EAST, AND WEST Mississippi into Arkansas.
"I wish to express my appreciaIS WEST"—"Well, we have more
new barracks. Tht latest question tion to the college authorities for
is where will they be put. Some making it. possible for the cadets
have suggested between our latest and myself to attend this great
new barracks and the field house; convention," stated Tillie Haymust be all of a mile from the wood.
small parade ground and a mile
and a half from Bowman field.
Other pices under consideration
are the space between the new
Bailey had just passed to Bryant
barracks and the laundry, the for a 63-yard gain. He passed 13
place now occupied by the old tex- more yards on the next play. The
tile building, and several others. ball was on the Wake Forest 14
Wherever it may be placed the yard line and the field as muddy
college should provide the cadets as possible.
in those barracks with automoWillis cracked center for three
biles or bicycles. Or hold forma- yards and a Wake Forest lineman
tions somewhere other than the crammed mud into Wilils' mouth.
places at which they are being Willis hit center for six more yards
held this year. For, otherwise, and received another mud pie.
" . . . and never the twain shall Willis crashed out two more yards
meet!"
and was fed more mud.
OUR RATING—In the Charlotte
"Pass me some more of that
Observer every Wednesday, and in stuff, boys," he yelled to the Wake
some other papers, there is print- Forest linemen as he went back
ed a rating of about three hundred to his position. "The nearer we
of the nation's leading football get to the goal line, the better
teams to date. The first time I no- those mud pies taste." He scored
ticed this column our team was on the next play.
about twentieth. Since the first
of the year we have crawled up
Williams To Speak
seven places to thirteenth. DirectDr. B. O. Williams of the dely under us are Fordham, Tulane, partment of Ag Economics and
Alabama, L. S. U. and even Caro- Rural Sociology, will speak to the
lina; over us are Tennessee, Pitt, Spartanburg County Teachers' AsNotre Dame, and several others. sociation on Nov. 16.
And we will go farther up before
"The Relation of Agriculture
the year's end because we are not to Public School Education," will
going to lose any more games.
be his topic.

B.S. U. Convention
Held At Memphis

THE YEAR'S BEST
FOOTBALL STORY

NCv
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Plans $3,764 Win...
Professor E. J. "Musical Ed" Freeman is pictured
below planning, the arc-welded classroom, chairs which indirectly won for him much distinction and $3,764 as first
prize in the office furniture division of an arc welding contest sponsored by the Lincoln Foundation. The prize was
won on a paper Written by Mr. Freeman describing a set
of classroom chairs which he had designed and made, cheaply, for his Clemson lecture room. Some 2,000 people from
all over the world submitted papers in the competition.
—Staff Photo By Lee

Some Pray, Some Faint, Some Prepare Turkish Agriculturalist Ends
Visit Here; Impressed By Land
To Fight The "Invaders from Mars"
■?>

Architecture Problems
To Be Judged Soon
Professor R. E. Lee, head of
the architectural department, says
that next week will be the first
Judging week for individual problems.
The Senior class problem is a
small theatre between two large
cities. Surrounding this will be
a grocery store, hat shop, and
filling station. The Juniors have
plans of a grade school, and the
sophomores, a Calhoun Memorial
Museum.

High School
Improvement
Association Meets

Puerto Rican Finds Clemson
Hills Almost Like Island Home
(Editor's Note: Fernando Molini, the author of this article,
was born in San Juan, Puerto
Rico, in 1920. He is a sophomore in the Clemson pre-med
"School. Molini studied at the
University of Puerto Rico last
year. He says that he knew no
English until his fifth year in
grammar school. "In our high
schools we try to speak English,
but when we're 'stumped' we
go back to the native Spanish."
Molini wrote this piece first in
Spanish, then translated it to
English.)
By Fernando Molini
Puerto Rico, island of enchantment; United States, land of prosperity and civilization. In this
simple way I define my beloved
island and your nation.
This big piece of land where
Clemson College is found looks
very much like my native island.
This college is situated in very
many beautiful hills and the prettiest thing that Puerto Rico has
are its mountains and its hills.
The very first impression that
I received of this college the
first moment that I saw it was so
different from what you can think
of. that, it Jg-riifiignl*^^

in words. It reminded me of Puerto Rico, my island. Don't you
think that that is sufficient to
define it? To look to me like
Puerto Rico it must be something
extraordinary. I want all of you
to excuse me if I am a little egoist
talking about my country but you
know that as much as you travel
you would not find nothing as
beautiful as your country, although I have found a place that
looks very much like my island
and sometimes makes me feel like
being in it.
Before I continue I want to give
you some data about my country,
so you would have an idea of the
place I am talking of:
Puerto Rico was discovered by
Christopher Columbus in the year
1493. It is an island situated at
the east of St. Domingo and at the
north of South America. By the
north it has the Atlantic Ocean
and by the south the Caribbean
Sea. It is 100 miles long by 35
miles wide. It is all covered with

mountains that give to the island
a very beautiful appearance. You
find hills everywhere. It has a
population of 2 million people
being about five-sixths white.
Since 14 9 3 until 1898 it belonged to Spain, but in that year
it passed to be a possession of
the United States.
"We, the Puerto Ricans, are distinguished by our hospitality. Anyone that goes to our island' is
welcomed. All are invited.
I went last year to the Polytechnic Institute of Puerto Rico.
It is a relative small college. It is
a co-ed school and can accommodate 300 students. It is situated
in one of the prettiest places in
Puerto Rico. It has a very good
administration and every day they
try to improve it more and more.
Although it is a small college,
time will come when it will be
like an American college. Its
president and faculty have very
good principles.
Clemson College is one of the
prettiest colleges I've ever seen.
It has a very clean campus and
we should try to keep it this way.
The new "buildings are very pretty
and thpj^jy^g

th

f *>'**■* "f ly-Oife

ress, but what do you say of the
old buildings? Don't you think
they are more important? How
many students had crossed these
halls, doors and class rooms? How
many great men of our civilization
received their instruction in this
college? If this old building could
talk, how many advices they could
give us ignorant young men without experience! How many anecdotes they could tell us of its
alumni, now our fathers. If all of
you analyze these as I have you
would love more and more our
alma mater. Many of our fathers
studied here. Just think that in
the same class room you are studying in now, your fathers studied
there too, and that their first step
into the outside world was here.
I have walked all around the
campus and the place that seems
to me most interesting was "Calhoun's Mansion." There is an oak
in the garden of that mansion and
somebody told me that an important document that granted
something to South Carolina was

DRINK

^
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The school Improvement association of the Calhoun-Clemson
high school had two meetings
this Fall.
At the September meeting, W.
B. Aull, chairman of the school
board of trustees, discussed plans
for building the new school and
at October meeting Mrs. H. C.
Brearly gave a talk on the English school system.
The meeting on November 8 will
be featured by Miss Cornelia Graham, who will discuss her summer in Europe.

Four Return From
Economics Meeting
Dr's. G. H. Aull, W. T. Ferrier, J. E. Gates, and J. E. Ward,
Jr., returned last week-end from
the Southern Economics Association convention at Birmingham,
Alabama.
At the convention, Dr. Aull
presented a paper discussing the
new agricultural control program.
Other topics were "Scientific
Management and administration of
unemployed compensation" and
"Social Control of Business." Of
special interest were the discussions of the negro problem, led
by two columnists from Stockholm, Sweden, who are here to
study the negro race in America.
.f Mrs. Ward, Mrs. Gates, and
Mrs. "Walthour accompanied them
on the trip.

Rion At L. S. U.
Wallace Rion, education graduate of '37, is now a graduate
student at Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge. He taught
at Calhoun-Clemson high school
during the '37-'38 session.

Walkm. W&
H. L. Walker, graduate in the
dairy class of '36, is now in charge
of the butter department of Swift
and Company's plant at Lexington, Ky. Walker was formerly
foreman of the college creamery.
signed under that tree. I know
that a lot of you don't even know
that that oak exists. All of you
should go and see that tree that
has been of some importance to
your state.
One of the students of tjiis college told me that Mr. Clemson
used to sit in the porch of Calnoun's mansion and say, "This is
the place where I want my college to be built. If he could only
see this campus now he would
see that all his desires have.been
fulfilled. He would praise those
men that have made this college
what it is now and we should
praise him for having the best idea
any human being could ever have
had. This what you would say a
man who loves civilization, prosperity, and the welfare of his
country.
Love Clemson, our alma mater,
a fountain of instruction. Respect
your president and professors because they are the, force that
makes the water come out of the

WILD TALES
STILL MAKING
THE ROUNDS

Grads Write For
Duke Periodical

Turkish Visitor...
Seyfullah Suden, under director of Cotton divisions
in Turkey spent some time
on the Clenrson campus during the past two weeks'
studying Clem,son's cotton
"set-up." He was much impressed by American efficiency.
—Staff Photo By Lee.

The last issue of the Duke
Power Company Magazine which
had for its theme Modern Illumination carries the following articles: "Lighting, the Farmers
Friend" by M. T. Geddings, class
19 30; "Mojud Offices Boost Artificial Daylight" by W. J. Burton,
class 1934, and "Light in Woolworth's Modern Store" by N. E.
Tindal, class 19 35.

Hundreds of stories about barrack's reactions to the Martian
invasion Sunday night are making
the rounds now, and although a
majority of Clemson's students
were terrified by the "awful monsters" then, the "jig" is up and
every hint of "War of Worlds"
brings a laugh.
It was serious Sunday night,
though. Horrified boys from all
over lined the guard room telephone booth; prayer meetings
were organized on practically ev~
ery company; some headed for the
road and "anywhere away from
Professor S. R. Rhodes, head of
those people from Mars"; and
others worried over the fate of the Clemson electrical engineering
their Northern folks and friends department, announced this week
who at the time were in the im- that all 1938 graduates from his
department are now employed.
mediate danger vicinity.
The graduates and their places
A few representative barrack are:
stories are:
L. T. Boatwright, C. C. C. Executive
One freshman seeking happiness Port
Bragg, N. C.
before the sure death , spent his
J. H. Chapman. Instructor, Clemson.
J.
M. Culpepper, Engineering Division,
entire hoard, $11, on candy.
Columbia, S. C.
Pop Eadon fell to his knees and W.J.P.W.A..Davis,
South Carolina Power Co.
began to confess sins.
Charleston.
'^
3. H. Disher, Southern Electric Co.
Tom Ellison planned an expeCharleston.
dition to the Seneca river.
W. W. Dukes, IT. S. Navy Yard, CharlesFirst Sergeant Dan Darwin an- ton.
H. M. Paris, Duke Power Co., Greennounced at Long Roll, if the world
is not destroyed tonight, we'll hold ville.
R. J. Farmer. General Electric Co.,
revielle at six-twenty in the morn- Schenectady, N. Y.
ing as usual."
S. A. Ferguson. Tulane University, New
Da.
R. P. Cochran on F-l went Orleans,
H. C. Green, U. S, Navy Yard, Charlesaround shaking hands on his com- ton.
pany, in sad farewell.
T. M. Hoefer, Cornell University Ithaca,
N. Y.
C. V. Wray went around cryE. V. Horton. General Electric Co.,
Scheneetady, N. Y.
ing "Oh, Lord, Oh, Lord."
E. M. Jenkins, Capitol H. L. and Power
H. W. Fuseler, when the an- Dept., Washington, D. C.
nouncer in New York supposedly
J. N. King, Texas A. and M. College,
dropped dead, cried, "My God, they Bryan, Texas.
K. E. Lawrence. Duke Power Co.,
got him."
Charlotte, N. C.
C. M. MeKeown, Gregg Dyeing Co.,
M. A. Oreka dropped his hat
ville.
and stared at the radio, and when Granite
T. C. Reed, Sumter Machinery Co.
told about the hat, said, "To hell Sumter.
S. D. Hoffman, Graybar Electric Co.,
with my hat, the world's coming Columbia.
to an end."
Frank Perna on the band kept
track of the invaders on a map and
fainted away when the Martians
were supposed to have reached
the street on which his family
lives.
Textbook germs have long been
A few boys said that they saw
the hoax, but the Tiger could the problem of health-minded colfind no one who had listened lege librarians and students, but
their fears are now proven unto the program from the very be- founded.
ginning when it was announced
Baltimore City College's Arthur
that the program was a dramatization. However the Clemson stu- H. Bryan, after many experiments,
dent body had practically the en- gives the textbooks a pretty clean
tire nation as "a companion in bill of health. Most of the germs
fright."
in textbooks are of the harmless
When the "dramatization" an- variety, but old and dilapidated
nouncement came through, a re- volumes are most to be feared.
sounding cheer went up from the I
nil sessions i „ATli?MNDS MAKTHN VISITS
we tie" carried far on into
Ben J. Martin, district sales
Monday morning.
manager for the ' Westinghouse
Corporation at Sharon, Penn., is
visiting his parents, Prof, and
Mrs. S. M. Martin, on the campus.
Mr. Martin states that Clemson
The Presbyterian* Student Association sponsored a program of men rank very high with all the
musical interpretation by Mrs. D. major companies that he has
E. Barnette on Wednesday night, come into contact w,ith while
November 2, for Clemson Presby- traveling over a large part of the
terian students. The subject was, south. That many of these com"History of Church Music,"- and panies have Clemson men in the
the selections were given on the majority is due to the fine work
of the men themselves and also
organ.
to the records of "Older Tigers,"
Last Sunday, a group of stu- according to Martin.
dents met and drew up a constitution and by-laws for the P. S. A.
Get Yonr Shoes And Boots
council. The club hopes to be in
Repaired At
operation by next Sunday.*
The Presbyterian students here The Modern Electric Shoe
have organized five committees
Shop
for the direction of student acShoe Shines — Elbow Pads
tivities on the campus. These are:
Put On Sweaters.
P. S. A. Attendance Committee,
Service or Deputation Committee,
Social Committee, and Contact
Committee. This organization is
to be a pattern for P. S. A. grpups
in other colleges in South /Carolina.

AH '38 Electrical
Grads Are Working

Textbooks Are
Usually Clean

Barre To Work With
Ag Economics Dept.

Claude Bertram Barre, state
land planning specialist for South
Carolina, is now stationed alt
Clemson and will work in coordination - with the Agricultural
Economics department here.
He will assist in the preparation
of economic and social information
for use in land planning programs
in the different counties and will
have a staff of three.
Barre formerly did similar work
while assistant land planning specialist in Oklahoma. He came here
from Washington, where he was
employed in the Division of Markets.
A graduate of the Clemson Agricultural Economics department,
he received his M. A. degree from
SON BORN
the Wharton School of Finance
Dean Washington of the school
at the University of Pennsylvania.
He was bom and raised on the of Vocational Education became
college campus, as he is the son a father at 7:15 Monday mornof a former dean of the school of ing, when his son was born in
er and son are doing Well.

P. S. A, Is Active

In Coole Park, Ireland boasts
"its most literary tree." This growing timber shows honorable scars
in the shape of signatures in the
bark of William Butler Yeats, Edward Martyn, Synge, George Bernard Shaw.

THE POINSETT HOTEL
"CAROLINA'S FINEST"

TREAT YOUR FRIENDS AND YOURSELF AT OUR FOUNTAIN
CLEAN - SANITARY - SATISFYING
JUMBO

ICE CREAM SODA

The pause that refreshes
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. — ANDERSON, S. C

Seyfullah Suden, the energetic
young under-director of cotton divisions in Turkey, left Clemson
early this week to continue his
tour of prominent cotton research
centers. He is in America, "on my
own" studying America's methods
for handling cotton from its
planting to its manufacture.
Suden came to this country in
July. He was in Washington until this month. His stay at Clemson lasted one week.
"Many countries are trying to
court Turkey's favor—Germany
trade, Britian and France bring
treaties, and Italy casts longing
eyes—("but", he says, "the country we all admire and try to model
after doesn't try anything,, and its
America."
The visitor seemed impressed
with America's fine roads, and
I astounded to find "electricity even
.in the farm houses."
Turkey's present government
has a fine program for modernization, Suden said. And it is all
centered around education. The
school system in -Turkey consists
| of primary and secondary schools,
then a system of colleges and uniI versities. All citizens are permitted
to graduate from the secondary
schools. A stringent examination
determines whether or not the
education is to continue. If the
student passes he has the choice
between "college" and the univerI sjties—which are somewhat different from those in thisv country.
Here, Suden found, the practical
and academic education is combined. In Turkey it is seperated.
All expenses are paid for those
choosing "college" but upon graduation, the person must spend
double the college time in the
government's employ. And the pay
is good, Suden says.
Suden claims that he was born
between the old and 'the new Turkey. The Turkey of his undergraduate days was that of the harem
and the veiled women and old
customs. And now it is a'thriving
modern nation,' boasting no unemployment. "I am of the middle."he says, "and while the old hates
the new and the new, the old, the
middle keeps qui^t."
He knew no English before this
visit to America, but now he
speaks comparatively well. While
at Clemson he studied at night
under Prof. F. M. Kinard. His
words are coming along but he
"just can't learn the alphabet."

CRAWFORD'S DRY CLEANERS^
A SERVICE YOU'LL APPRECIATE AND ENJOY!

YOUR FAVORITE FLAVOR

WALNUT SUNDAE

m^

A MEAL & DESSERT IN ONE

Toasted Sandwiches - Crackers - Cookies - Confections

ROLLS DEVELOPED
Any size roll kodak film developed,
eigbt never-fade"Velox prints for only

HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY
GREENVDDLE

Complete Outfitters to College Men
"Clemson Headquarters In Greenville"

Low prices on candid film. Handy
mailing envelopes furnished.
VALUABLE PREMIUMS GIVEN.

MAIL YOUR FILMS TO

JacF~kabbit Co
SPARTANBURO. S. C.

GET THE BEST
-AX-

Sullivan Hardware Company

MILK SHAKES
Chocolate—
Strawberry-

Vanilla—
CherryPineapple

EASTMAN KODAKS — MOVIES AND PHOTOGRAPHIC
SUPPLIES
Univex Movies and Argus Candid Cameras
10% DISCOUNT TO CADETS ON AMJ KODAK FILM

FANT'S DRUG STORE
ANDERSON, S. C.

WALGREEN DRUG CO.
22 N. Main At Coffee

ANDERSON, S. C.

You're Always Welcome At Walgreen's.
Sporting Goods — Farm Implements — Paints and Varnishes.

CHOCOLATE

DOUBLE RICH

c

10

FROSTED MALTED

10*
EAT IT WITH A SPOON

WATCH FOR FOOTBALL CONTEST WINNERS ON SODA FOUNTAIN MIRROR
WEEKLY

JL. C >^nLartln

£>.rug

Lsompa/iizy.y Unc.

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

rhe Official College Book and. Supply Store
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Miss McGillincuddy Tells Of
'Precious' Wake Forest Game
By Arthurina McGillincuddy

f

Miss Tootsie Mackerulpuss gave
a lovely coming-out party in Wake
Forest last week. After the party,
those still able to stagger attended
the football game between Terrible
Clemeon Tigers, and the Devilish
Wake Forest Demons (we're catching right on to the swing of this
sports writing).
The party was very much of a
success. Right at the very first of
the football game, one guest, a Mr.
Heffleblinger Herringbone, who's
aunt is a third cousin to Mr. Astor's eecond wife's third husband,
kept screaming, "Heil Hitt." This
nuisance was quickly stopped since
Mister Herringbone had been imbibing heavily of champagne, vintage 1911 (this is the very best
champagne year that France has
ever had).

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1938.

Eyes Straight Ahead During Tense Moments In Football Game...

Shoot The Show

The crowd below is part of the 21,000 who witnessed the Clemson-Carolina classic game on Thursday of the State
Fair in Columbia. The game ended in a 34-12 victory for Clemson, but during one of the few exciting moments the
photo below was snapped.
Staff Photo By Lee.

Winthrop
News Notes
(By Staff Correspondent)
- At the last meeting of the freshmen Debators League it was def
initely decided, after a hot de
bate," that Winthrop should be
co-ed.
Louise Fant is going to be a
good fisher-woman someday and
she has been down by the Catawba river.
Miss Margaret Morrison spent
several days on the Winthrop
campus last week. She attended
a conference for state high school
principals and superintendents.
The girls who returned from
Clemson last week-end were heard
remarking:
"It was all just wonderful,"
—Julia G.
"Clemeon is the nicest place,"
—Elizabeth Cottingham.
"My bed-at home felt so good,"
—Peg Williams.
"I had the most fun," —Angeline Towill.
"We ate a dinner with 2;000
boys,"—Dot McCown.
"Everybody had a good time,"
—Delia Jo Marshall.

By Bill Wade
Friday:
"COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO"
Originally scheduled ■ for Wednesday. No flies on this English
production, which can't be said
about some of them. Alexander
Dumas has put out a winner this
time, unflavored by English tea
and customary English slowness.
Robert Donat with lovely Elissa
Landi hold the main spotlight.
Saturday:
"COWBOY FROM BROOKLYN"
Another one of the lesser musicals with Dick Powell's songs
holding the principal attraction.
Pat O'Brien and Rosemary Lane
help out in spots, but if it wasn't
for the swell song hits it would be
just another musical.
Monday:
"MR. CHUMP"
, Johnny Davis, Lola Lane, and
Penny Singleton in still another
musical. It looks like they would
get tired of making them out there
even if we don't hapen to get tired
of seeing 'em. The fact that Johnnie Davis plays a hot trumpet and
it's a "Movie Quiz" picture make
it worth your while.
Tuesday:
"SALLY, IRENE AND MARY"
Well we are getting better anyhow. Alice Faye and Tony Martin,
incidentally just married, turn in
a good performance aided by
"Schnozzle" Durante, Joan, "Awkward" Davis, Fred Allen and a
slew of others. One more musical,
but considerably better than the
others because of a decent supporting cast.
Wednesday:
"ISLAND IN THE SKY"
With Gloria Stuart and Michael
Whalen. No previews available.
Thursday:
"THE AMAZING DR. CUTTERHOUSE"
They saved the best for last
this time. This show is one of those*
peculiar types particularly suited
for Edward G. Robinson's talent.
As a respectable Dr. he delights
in leading a Jekyll and Hyde existence by prowling at night as a
master jewel thief. Claire Trevor
and "super gangster" Humphery
Bogart take second- billing.

Such Awful Mud
The playing field was soaked
very heavily with mud, making it
-most difficult to detect the color
and'' material of the uniforms.
A Mr. "Greaseball" Trunzo, who
is associated with the "Trunzo
Fruit Stand" in Chicago when he
is not pursuing his studies in the
south, seemed to enjoy the mud a
great deal. He was a guard for the
Devilish Demons, and every few
moments he would break through
the Clemson line, dash into the
backfield, bump into Read Pearson, and sit down in the mud. He
would slowly get up while he rolled a mudball at the same time.
Then he would raise the mudball
above his head and smash it into
By Bill Wade
the ground. He did this many
times, and seemed to enjoy it very
WINTHROP DEPUTATION
much.
The Winthrop College DelegaHeil Hitt
tion packed the "Y" chapel for
Unfortunately, our parasol be- both services on the past Sunday.
gan to leak at this point, and we Led by Miss Anne Willamon, the
were forced to bid Miss Mackerulgroup put on two splendid propuss and her lovely friends farewell. As we left, the rain seemed grams composed of short talks and
to revive Mr. Herringbone a bit, several musical numbers.
After the evening service the
and he- said, "Heil Hitt."
delegation escorted by the Clemf (Editor's Note:—The cover. iage Mies Arthurina McGilli- son Cabinet were entertained in
euddy made of the Clemson- the YMCA Tea ' Room. After this
a "sing session" was held in the
Carolina game in the last isclub rooms where many ' of the
sue of the Tiger received so
corps assembled to harmonize.
many favora.bls-comments, that
FRESHMAN COUNCIL
we have asked the young lady
to serve us a little more. If her
Rapid strides have been made
archs and nerves stand up she in the formation of the freshman
will "cover" all Clemson athcouncil. Under the leadership of
The student branch conference
letic contest henceforth. Miss S. L. Skardon and G. M. McMillan
of the southern district of the
McGillincuddy, we think, is a
a representative body has been
American Institute of Electrical
student at Winthrop. A promiformed and temporary officers
Engineers will be held in Miami,
CURTAIN
RISES
nent member of the local sheet's
have be'en elected. Tom StevenNov. 28-30, in conjunction with
AT 8 ON TUESDAY
staff invited her up for Tiger son of Columbia was elected presSouthern A. I. E. E. section meetBall last week-end, but when
ident of the group, Bob Perry of
The Clemson players will preing. All of the 19 electrical engineshe got wind of the drastic
Savannah, Ga., vice-president, Givsent a three act comedy, "Dulcy"
ering schools in the southern dis"late date reforms" put into
Sergeant Wilkinspn of the quarens Young of Florence, treasurer,
William Gilbert Miller, instruc- the first of their season's protrict will send delegates to this
effect by the C. D. A. she did- and Dan Broom of Conway, sec- tor in Math, and Frank M. Dur- ductions in the Clemson-Calhoun
termaster department, stated to- conference.
n't come. And, incidentally, the
day
that
there
has
been
issued
retary. Additional members will ham, instructor in English, have school .-auditorium Tuesday at 8
Plans are being effected for a
■ ??»■ TT'.tt TT*^.tjmiadJl!- the above ^hp taken <nto the council =*—» KO„„ o/Mcri t _ the staff of the P. M. The play is under the direcabout 16,000 articles of uniform
n
story is ..sports eaitDr—or-Tfte- TaterTaatev
—
to date.
large representation from the
;
school of generaT-s^W/.-,
By
J.
H.
Warren,
Jr.
tion
n
aBip———3jS4gy8°""iV^..".!"'!'^
Charleston News and Courier,
t
RELIGION
Rev. Miller received his A. 3. Clan aihlJiJlS^yi^j^^fT^^^St,,
.^jAt^he _ Pi>enine, of school he Clemson branch of the institute of
and a man who occassionally
A meeting was held in Dr. Sikes'
i\ew — iimuilmetr - it/i- -J^^°s?in_?'.
electrical engineers, the president
President
Bob
ware
~di
~xue
at
Birmingham
Southern,
and
his
(humorously) mentions someoffice at noon Tuesday to formuaTrmruTrc?!ti^E&s~-ff%%Tcf——«_.
group announced that Clemson shirts have arrived and have been
thing about The Citadel's claim
late plans for Religious Emphasie M. A. at the U. of Fla. For three students will be admitted for ten installed at the Clemson Laundry. ers. Since then he has~issued an
on state football championship
Week at Clemson. Representatives years he was with the Pittsburg cents. The other adult admission During the first weeks at Clem- additional 516 pairs of trousers,
this year.)
For Radio Repairs Come
from each, Young People's group Testing Laboratories, and also WM is 25 cents.
son this year, the laundry was 371 blouses, 667 mackinaws, 3,on the campus and the minister director of Intra-mural athletics
delayed because of inadequate 011 caps, and 8,880 shirts. This
The
cast
includes:
—TO—
is not the entire order amount"
from each denomination was pres- at U. of Fla. He is a member of
equipment. The 7,500 shirts weekDulcy—Claudianna Evans.
Pi
Kappa
Alpha,
Pi
Sigma
Chi
however,
within
the
next
few
days
ent to discuss ideas for carrying
ly laundried there could not be
Seneca Radio Service
Gordon Smith—J. E. Gates.
(a science club), Eta Sigma Chi
every cadet will have received all
out the plan. It was finally definished on schedule. Now the his uniform.
Mr. Forbes—Frank Durham.
(classical
languages
frat),
Kappa
Oconee County Agent For
cided that the date for the promachines are here and everybody
Anderson
Mrs. Forbes—Becky Caulkins.
Phi Kappa, and Omieron Delta
The issue of uniforms has been
gram would be the second week
Zenith Radios.
Mr. Van Dyck—G. W. Anderson. gets their laundry three days after made, in record time this year.
Kappa
(highest
honorary
fraternin February.'
LATE SHOW
Vincent Leach—Bob Anderson. receipt.
ity).
RAIN
Saturday Night
These new machines are of the School has been in operation about
Mr. Wm. Parker—Tom FitzpatRev. Durham, of Columbia, reThe water shortage has given
double turk units, that is, the six weeks and the corps is comPaul Kelly
rickthe swimming team a chance to ceived his A. B. from the Unioperator can do two operations at pletely clothed.
Compliments
Mr. Sterrett—Gilbert Miller.
Constance Moore
rest for a few days at least. Ac- versity of South Carolina, and his
one time. While the operator is
Regulation rain coats are on
Angela
Forbes—Mary
Steele.
M. A. from the University of
—of—
cording
to
an
official
announce"The Missing Guest"
Henry The Bulter—Chas. Mor- placing the shirt in position to be, sale in the clothing room. It is
ment the pool will be closed "un- North Carolina. He had a Rocke- gan.
pressed, the machine presses the* still a matter of question as to
feller fellowship to the U. N. O,
til it rains."
shirt put into position previously. whether the rain coat will be made
Monday-Tuesday
and spent two years as assistant
These machines require fourteen a compulsory part of each cadets
Deanna Durbin
there.
operators and turn out about 155 uniform.
BUMS GREAT DISTANCE
Melvyn Douglas
He is a member of Sigma Nu,
shirts an hour. Last year with
Jackie Cooper
A Clemson bumming card re- Delta Kappa, Sigma Upsilon, and
the same number of workers only
cently reached as far north as was director of the Macon, Ga.,
"That Certain Age"
Sharon, Penn. Mr. Ben V. Martin Little Theater Project. He also
The only casualty of the entire 100 shirts were pressed in an
WHEN IN ANDERSON EAT AT
visiting his father, Major S. M. was an actor and the stage mana- "Martian"
disturbance
was ' a hour. During the process of washing
and
pressing
a
shirt,
the
shirt
Wednesday-Thursday
Martin, dropped in to say that a ger for the Curriculum Players, sprained' ankle suffered by an exJanet Gaynor
Clemson man had presented him Boston, Mass.
tremely gullible senior. Aside from is handled only by ten people.
The Clemson Laundry is one of
Robert Montgomery
with one of the "Thumbers Philthis the Clemson hospital is doingthe most modern laundries in the
osophy" cards during one of his
Meals, Sandwiches, And The Best Hot Dogs In Town.
very little business.
"Three Loves
trips in Pennsylvania.
At sick call each morning there state, and launders more pieces
are seldom more than five boys. weekly than any other laundry in
Has Nancy"
At present there are only four ca- the state. Clothes are cleaned
dets confined to the hospital due scientifically and handled with the
Friday
SEE 1939's TWO BEAUTD7UL CARS
There are to be several alumni to illness. Bob Bailey is being- greatest care while in the care
John Howard
Studio Kimball Piano
meetings in the upper part of the detained for treatment of his in- of the Clemson laundry.
DeSOTO - FLYMOUTH
Mary Carlisle
state next week.
The laundry authorities expressPerfect Condition.
jured leg which he received durAt
the
request
of
Dr.
Sikes,
ed
the
desire
that
every
cadet
ing the Wake Forest game.
"Touchdown Army"
MRS. HARLEY WEST
these meetings will be. held in the
make a visit to th» laucdi; »ouu
"Y" T. Room
following cities: Anderson, Nov.
and inspect the plant. Yours truly
DR. PEELE MARRIES
GREENVILLE, S. C.
7; Greenwood, Nov. 8; Chester,
Dr. T. C. Peele, in charge -of made an hour's visit there, and he
Nov. 9; Spartanburg, Nov. 10; the local laboratory for the Soil can promise you that a visit will
At a later date similar alumni j~,Qr,S3Fr&i;iGrt Uervice, was married be well worth your while.
Tn^e*ttSf§-wirr--&g- Iisla 4ir tireiower" to Miss Elizabeth Atkinson of
SEE THE SEASON'S NEWEST
part of the state.
Timmonsville last Saturday night.
Dr.
Sikes,
J.
C.
Littlejohn,
and
When
they
return
from
their
Fire Place Fixtures at the Lowest Prices in
Jake Woodward will be present at honeymoon, they will live in
each of the meetings.
Cherokee Heights.
Years.

Winthrop Deputation
Team Here; Council
Officers Named

AIEEtoMeetln
Miami This Month

Little Theatre to Present "Dulcy" in Seasons
Debut Performance at High School Auditorium

New Machinery Cadets All Fully
Clothed Now
For Laundry
Now Here

Fetes Of Two New
Instructors Mentioned

STRAND

Pendleton Oil

Items From The
Clemson Hospital

THE CAROLINA LUNCH

FOR SALE

Several Important
Alumni Meets Slated

^v-^flL^RE MOTOR CO.

Vtt*

ANDIRONS .-FENDERS (40")

Tiger Banquet
Held Friday

$5.50 to $10.50
$15.00

Shovel, Brush, Tongs and Stand, Per Set

CLEMSON STUDENTS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME

$9.50 to $11.50

BALLENGER HARDWARE CO.
Phone 6

SAM'S LUNCH
109 COLLEGE STREET

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Seneca, S.
J. T. BALLENGER, Owner

PHONE NO. 230

BALLENGER MOTOR COMPANY
"THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME"

HAVERTY FURNITURE CO.
MAIN ST. and McBEE AVENUE

Greenville, S. C.

Chrysler—AUTOMOBILES—Plymouth
v
Sales and Service
SENECA, S. C.
Typewriters
Mimeographs
Adding Machines
Office Equipment
Sales — Service — Supplies

H. B. HARPER & BROS.
Anderson

Greenwood

Greenville

The Tiger staff held its annual
pre-ball banquet in the college
mess hall Friday evening.
Editor Framp Durban presided
and a few prominent visitors spoke
briefly.
Visitors included: Editor Glover
Miller of the Anderson Daily Mail;
Dr. and Mrs. B. O. Williams; Professor and Mrs. John D. Lane
and others.
The bali was held that evening
in the field house.

THE HAVERTY WAY

Duke University will celebrate
the centennial of its founding
next April.

"Black Bandit"

FURNITURE COMPAQ

309 S. MAIN —ANDERSON, S. C. — PHONE 70

/

OTHERS AT §27.50

ALFRED T. SMITH
GREENVILLE'S SMARTEST MEN'S SHOP

HEATH BABY BORN
Sergeant and Mrs. H. S. Heath
last week announced the arrival
of a six and a half pound Dorothy
Luclle Heath to their home. Both
Mrs. Heath and the baby, are doing well.
The sergeant is a member of the
Clemson commandant's staff.

FRIDAY—SATURDAY
BOB BAKER In

ITS EASY TO PAY

COVERT SUITS
$35.00

And Laurel-Hardy Comedy

15c RIVOLI 15c
GREENVILLE

PAINT HEADQUARTERS

GREENVILLE HARDWARE COMPANY
SHELF HARDWARE, SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS,
EXPLOSIVES, ETC.

TELEPHONE 4950

GREENVILLE, S. C.

648 S. MAIN ST.
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Hard Game, Big "Week-End" Slated Saturday
>

Post Tweet
By Arthur Williams

Captain Charles Woods and company returned from Wake
Forest with a triumph and a flaming spirit that blazes as high
as any in the deep south. Three games remain on a schedule
that has been resplendent with thrills as well as disappointment. Victories over these remaining teams,
consisting of George Washington, Kentucky,
and Furman. will leave the Tigers with one
loss, one tie and seven victories. Possibly
it is a little premature to predict any such
ending, but one thing remains certain: if
Clemson does lose to one "of the remaining
teams, it will be a case of the best club being
defeated. The team is fully capable, and the
boys as individuals are fully determined to
add these last three in glorious stvle.
IF... !
Were it not for that disappointing Southern Conference tilt with a strong V, M. I. team, that single
loss to Tennessee might not be a great enough blotch to keep
Clemson out of one of those bowls. Maybe yet someone will
steam up a "Yam Bowl." or a "Lake Murray Power Bowl," or
something. We can only hone, of course.
The strong George Washington team which Clemson
engages Saturday did not have its goal line crossed until last
»5^ disastrous game with "Ole Miss." The U. of Miss.
team, conquerors of L. S. U. in the earlv season, could not do
score was ought to ought, and stayed there 'till the finish
much with them until the last half. Before the final half, the
of the third period. Thev then went to glorv to the tune of
25 to 0.
THEIR MEN
In Novowsky, an end, and Sampson, a tail-back, the invaders present two performers capable of splendid play. Sampson is a triple-threat back, a fine punter, and on occassion,
has hurled that pigshik 50 yards beyond the line of scrimmage,
which is quite a heave.
NOTES OF THIS AND THAT
The left side of Clemson's line on defense is guarded by.
four Georgia boys, and well guarded, too—Captain Woods
backs up the line, half back Benjamin Franklin Pearson comes
up fast from the secondary. Gus Goins meets them at end, and
Captain Pennington smashes them at tackle. Four "Crackers"
who crack them with a vengeance.
"Bub" Willis looked
like a caterpillar tractor in the mud against Wake Forest. One
man can never stop Don on those powerful line drives.
RED PEARSOX turned in the most beautiful tackle of
fcreer famous for beautiful tackles. He picked his opponent
|the mud and carried him back several yards only to bury
"Turn aecp in UHJ guun 'liimfr-rrrth a final driving uuist of po« ci
BOB BAILEY turned in as splendid a game as one would
care to see despite the adverse conditions. One of his quick
kicks carried 65 yards far over the safety man's head, and as
deer-legged Gus Goins downed the ball, the stage was set for
a Clemson victory.
Wister "Warhorse" Jackson turned in
another smashing game at end. It is remarkable the great improvements in the play of two fine guards, Walter Cox and
Tom Moorer. Neither had won his letter in football until this
season, but both have played excellently.
Clemson and Wake Forest have battled for five straight
years at Wake Forest in the rain. Someone has remarked that
it would be wise for the North Carolinians to pay the Tigers
a premium to plav when they needed rain for the crops.
Coach Jess purchased a'case of grapes and a mesh-sack
full of oranges besides going into the restaurant business in
Raleigh.
Look out, George Washington.
SAVE 20 PERCENT

WESTERN AUTO STORE
ISATTEIUES — RADIOS — TIKKS
123 X. MAIN

,

AXDERSOX

BILL CASOX was talking about
his last fight with Rex Williams
■who has furnished Bill some tough
competition during the past few
years. "He comes out from his
corner, see? I leads with my left,
crosses with my right, square on
his chin, see. His legs begin to
wobble, I smack him with a left
hook. All three rounds I beat him
to a pulp.
"You must have been hot that
night Bill, did you K. O. him?"
"No, he won the decision."
CHARLIE WOODS says that
he's still stuffed because of the
feed that the team got after the
Wake Forest game. Coach Neely
just walked into the town restaurant, says Charlie and told the
waitress. "Serve 'em what they
want. I'll be responsible for^everything." The coach then proceeded
to walk behind the counter himself and dish out steaks and corn
flakes to the boys.
According to Charlie, the waitress said of a used dish, "Go ahead
use it. It's perfectly clean. I just
finished eating out of it myself.
RED PEARSOX (he's the boy
who jumped up and down and
clapped his hands while Shad
Bryant tan for a touchdown at
Carolina) made the hardest tackle
of the year when he smackoed
Edwards of Wake Forest for a loss.
Red stated that all of the boys got
beauty treatments at the North
Carolina school. After the game
they had mud-packs on their faces
inches thick.
Bob Bailey is still kidded about
the trip he made to Converse
a while back. He held out his
arms to welcome the girl who was
running down the path toward
him. She side-stepped Goofus and
dashed into the arms of another
guy behind him.
Who said, "You've got to be a
football hero to get along with a
beautiful girl?"

Wake Forest
Downed By
Yellow Peril
By Carl Bessent
A furious tide of Yellow from
Clemson swept through Wake
Forest's rainsoaked stadium last
Friday, Oct. 28, carrying before
it the wreckage of the Wake
forest football team.
When the debris of mud was
cleared away Clemson headed back
to its stronghold in the Blue Ridge
Mountains on the long end of a
7-0 score, and once again Wake
Forest postponed its introduction
to gridiron greatness.
Fruitless Tries
Time and again the salwart
Deacons tried to stem the great
Tiger team, plugging up a hole
off one of the guards where the
great Willis had ripped through;
or rushing to the ends to cement
a crumbling wing battered by
Bryant, Bailey or Pearson. When
the great Neelymen quit pouring
through the Deacon forward wall
it showered destructive passes
from above to travel to ■paymud."
The Ciemson backfield, consisting of Bryant, Bailey, Pearson,
and Willis, failed to riddle the
Deacon defense at will, but it
was more than enough as it leveled its polished offense in the second period to rock the enemy back
on its heels.
60 Minutes

STANDARD DRUG CO.

The entire team was staid as
well as brilliant as nine of the
eleven stars played 60 minutes
in winning this well-earned Clemson victory. The pair that sparked
the victory march in the second
period was the great "Monk" Willis, who riddled the Deacon forward wall for great gains, and
"Shad" Bryant, who continued
his brilliant running in this game.

AXDERSOX, S. C.

Pearson, etc.

TIGERS!

..... / MAKE THIS DRUG STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS
Complete Luncheonette — RCA Radios — Cut Rate Drugs

HOKE SLOAN
New Reigel Shirts

$1.65

Priestley's Nor-East & Botany Ties, $1.00
NEW SHIPMENT OF INTERWOVEN SOCKS.
FOR THE THANKSGIVING DANCES:

Mess Jackets, $4.50 - Tuxedos, $22.50
Arrow Dress Shirts & Collars, Buttonierres & Cummerbunds.

DRESS UP AT HOKE SLOAN'S!

COLONIALS ENTER
CONTEST WITH
CLEAN SLATE
The colorful Colonials of George
Washington will have to call on
every resource to give battle to
the Great Clemson team this Saturday in Sirrine Stadium, Greenville.
Bill Reinhart, the football coach
at George Washington, who sent
his Colonial team through Christmas shoppers to teach them footwork, beams like a Santa Claus
these days and said this practice
has returned large dividends.
Clean Slate
The Capitol team in defeating
Furman, Colorado, and Davis and
Elkins and only losing to Mississippi admits its schedule hasn't been
a bruiser but to date they have:
Gained 1,242 yards rushing to
its opponents 598.
Completed 22 out of 57 passes,
5 of which were good for touchdowns.
In pass defense, George Washington has allowed but 16 completions in 75 tries by its opponents.
And, 19 of the squad's 35 members are sophomores.
In this Saturday's game Coach
Bill Reinhardt will count on little
Vic Sampson to duplicate his
miraculous broken-field running
of past games. He will start four
lively bantams in Sampson, Batson, Nicksick, and Richardson in
his pony backfield. However, a
big line will shield these mosquito hacks.
This George Washington football team in their gaily colored
red, white and blue uniforms is
in the melting pot class. In the
line are: John Rebholz, Scot Irish,
tackle; Guy Renzagalia, Italian,
guard; Izzy Weonburg, and Bob
Nowoskey, Polish, end.

Hard Playing Featured Game...
Runs, plunges, fine blocking and all-'round good footballing was done by Clemson's
Tiger team against the Carolina Gamecocks in Columbia at the State Fair game' last Thursday. Below are pictured two of the many fascinating plays. In one picture, Alan Tr.obaugh
(30) is shown making a clean end run. In the other, Phil Chovan (36) is .just down as a
Carolina player (41) is carried into the air by a Clemson blocker.
—Photo by Lee.

Wis
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Tells Of Spirit
In Open Letter
Dear Mr. Editor:
Deep within every college man,
from dear ole Siwash to Yarvard.
there lies that indefinable something called college spirit. Phychologically, it is an emotion,
caused, or promoted, by loyalty,
to the Alma Mater.
Clemson men have more 'than
their share of this inward spirit—
and rightly so: theirs is a proud
heritage.
BUT, with all this inward spirit
and deep seated loyalty, where is
the VOr * T. EXPRESSION" for it?
Speaking primarily of thf- pwgoyA

football season, the team has not
received the vocal support it deserves. .
Perhaps it could be said that
the corps has grown to expect a
win every time the team goes on
the field. If such be the ease,
Clemson is going to sleep . . .Let's
analyse the season thus far:
Tulane was beaten by a better
team. There were pep meetings
and the corps was 100 per cent
behind the team . . . vocally and
otherwise;
Tennessee won: one touchdown
by power, two by lucky breaks.
The corps was momentarily deflated;
V. M. I. tied us . . . they played
over their heads, we were not up
to par—far from it. (so say the
sports writers). The entire corps
being present, acted like spoiled
babies. . . . not rolling up the expected four touchdown lead, they
were disappointed—only the Senior Platoon yelled in the second
half (the time the team needs your
support is when the going is tough,
and things are not clicking . . .
there is the test for the REAL
CLEMSON MAN);
We have always pointed for the
Carolina game. Slated to win,
cheering took on a new aspect—
the rate even learned the songs.
We yelled . . . we were winning;
It is reported that Coach Neely
said he though he had a better
chance of beating Duke than Wake
Forest. There were no pep meetings, no announcements in mess
hall. A truly tough game—and no
visiblt support. We can attribute
that to the letdown after pointing
for Carolina ... but it is not
excusable;
That brings us to date. The
George ..Washington -game _this
week will be tough. The College
is giving every Clemson man a
"free show", practically . . . Sixty
miles and a football game for
thirty cents. Better than a fire
sale! A first rate chanqe for
EVERY Clemson man to exercise
his vocal chords. And may that
cadet which does not go, and leave
his voice at the Sirrene Stadium,
be hung from the highest yardarm
in all the British navy.
Taking a three hour beating every afternoon, and two hours of
skull practice every night, winning
for you every Saturday, and appreciating every cheer for them,
OUR TEAM deserves the wholehearted support of every Clemson
man.
—T. C. He} ward, Jr.

Bryant took an unexpected 10
yard pass from the versatile Bailey, who held the enemy at bay
with his fine punting, and clipped
off a 53 yard sprint and repeated
another catch for 13 yards immediately following, to launch the
Tiger touchdown drive. The assignment then went to Willis as the
Yellow Peril neared the pay-off
mud, and he plunged over for the
only score of the game. "Old
Faithful" Pearson as usual converted the extra point.
The Wake Forest team was
saved from worse defeat "only because the slippery oval somewhat
deadened the Tiger attack. Once
the Tiger team lost the watersoaked ball on the 10 yard marker and once on the five inch line.
Under ordinary conditions the
Clemson team would have scored
from the above positions.
The Creighton University R. O.
This brilliant victory gave Clemson more prestige in the gridiron T. C. has issued orders that all
picture, and gave a strong founda- members must appear with inchtion for a higher national rating. and-a-half haircuts.

'Warhorse' Is
Block C'er

Duke Youngsters
Defeat Baby Bengals

Wister (Warhorse) Jackson is
the winner of the Tiger's Block C
that is given each week to the boy
chosen as the most outstanding
player of the previous week's
game.
Wister played a brilliant game
in Wake Forest, and that in
spite of mud up to his ankles. He
was on the bench most of last
year with a knee injury, but he's
back in the running now, and is
fast developing into one of the
South's most able ends.

A weak but fighting team of^>
Baby Tigers went down in defeat Devils leading by the score of
for their second time this year 14-6.
as the Duke Freshmen charged to
Little Excitement
a 24-6 victory before a crowd of
In the second half there was
approximately 1,000, here last
very little excitement for the caFriday afternoon.
that had come out to cheer
Although the Tigers were crip- dets
pled to a great extent by injuries, for their varsity to be team. The
they put up a good fight for the Blue Devils romped up and down
the field very seldom having to
first period.
The teams fought on even terms kick out of danger. They returned
during the first canto with the punts with the greatest of ease
Baby Tigers having a slight mar- and gained on every exchange with
gin over the Blue Devils only by the exception of two or three that
the fleetness of their right end, went out of bound near the goal
Joe Blalock, who charged in and line. Again in the third quarteTblocked a punt which E. Padgett they scored but missed the extra
scooped up and raced on over the point to raise their total to 20, to
goal for the first marker of the make up for the extra point missed
game, and the only one for the they tried a field goal from the
twenty yard line and made it
Cubs.
Not until the second period did good which added to the twenty
the Blue Devils from Duke get points they already have gives
undeiway. A short time after the you the score of the game, 24 to
first period had ended, they threw 6, with the Blue Devils on top.
The fourth canto was strictly a
a pass that was completed for
defensive game with both teams
their first score.
They then converted the extra punting back and forth.
with a place kick. This seemed
A WORD TO THE WISE
to inspire the Blue Devils for
from that time on they seemed
Few criticisms, if any, ever
to gain at will. After an exchange reach the sports page, but the
of punts the Duke team started Sports Staff thinks the "booing"
another march and ended it with of an outstanding player at the
another pass that was good for Gridgraph of the Wake Forestsix more points. It was on this Clemson game, can't go by withplay that one of the freakest out notice. The booing was unplays of the . year happened. called for, ceiltainly, among a
There was a pass, two Duke men group of Clemson men, who should
reached for it and one of them not condemn a man for one mistipped it, a Tiger caught it, start- take. This player, incidentaSlji,
ed to run with it and fumbled, and was one of those who played sixty
another Duke man came out of minutes of hard, gruelling footnowhere and caught the ball be- ball for the yellow and purple,
fore it had touched the ground and who, time and time again held
and went on over for the score. the enemy at bay with his fine
The half ended with the Blue punting.

Governor Causes
Wilkie's Football
Coaching Career
Alumnus Cornish Wilkinson has
the distinction of being the first
high school end football coach-to
be named by gubernatorial appointment.
It happened like this: Wilkie,
a former Tiger editor and now
a member of the Seneca Journal
staff, was sitting with the Seneca
high school football team at its
game with the Greer high team
in Greer some weeks ago. Governor-elect Maybank was there, too.
After the game (which Seneca
won) the governor came to Wilkie,
stuck out his hand, and said:
"Coach, you have a fine team."
The team's coaching staff had
a huddle, decided that the governor couldn't be wrong, and Wilkie was added to the staff.

-PROGRAMRICHARDSON THEATRE
SEXECA,

S.

C.

Xov. 3-9
Thursday-Friday:
LETTER OF INTRODUCTION
with Edgar Bergen, Charlie
McCarthy and Adolph Menjou.

CIRCULATING HEATERS

Saturday Afternoon:
STAGE COACH DAYS with
Jack Luden. Also Flaming
Frontiers.

AND GOOD

From $20.50 to $85.00
COAL LAUNDRY HEATERS

Saturday Xight:
SAINT IN NEW YORK with
Louis Heyward. Also March of
Time.
Monday-Tuesday:
BOY MEETS GIRL with James
Cagney and Pat O'Brien. Also
News and Silly Symphony. Matinee 10 A. M.
Wednesday:
LAWLESS VALLEY with
George O'Brien. Also Comedy.

From $4.35 to $6.35

SENECA HARDWARE CO.
PHONE 13

SENECA, S. C

BEAT G. WASHINGTON TEAM!
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Journal Bosses
Buck Beach and D. T.
Pope, below, are respectively editor and business manager of the new Agricultural Journal which will make
its debut at Clemson on or
about December 15. The
Journal is being published
by the Clemson agricultural
school students. Other executive staff positions are held
by: H. M. Covington, advertising manager: Drake
Watson, circulation manager ; and T. B. Young, managing editor.
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Twenty ? Two Named To Junior Taps Staff
APPOINTEES TO

Departmental Editors
For Ag Journal Chosen
Editor Harris Beach of the recently founded'Agricultural Journal announced this week the appointment of eight departmental
editors to the Journal staff.
They are: Agronomy department, J. iL. Shealy; horticulture,
C. C. Miley; entomology, E. C.
Sturgis; ag education, T. B. Ardis; animal husbandry, J. M.

Lynes; economics, C. M. Aull; agricultural engineering, H. K. Herlong; and dairy, L. M. Rhodes.
The Journal will porbably make
its debut in December, Beach says.
The new publication sent two
representatives to "sit on" at the
State press association convention
in Due West today and tomorrow.
They are Beach and managing editor T. B. Young.

Sponsors And Executives Swing...

RUN '40 BOOK

Everybody had a fine time at the annual Tiger Ball last week-end—and the Tiger
executive staff and their sponsors were no,exceptions. They are, pictured helow, left to
right: Editor Eramp Durban and Miss Gussie Williams of Sumter; Business manager Tom
Lawton and Miss Julia Gresham of Greenwood and Winthrop; and managing editor Earl
Mazo and Miss Rita Vane of Charleston and the University of Maryland.
—Staff Photo By Lee.

President Tells Second Regiment
Of Board Meeting Gets Additional
By Dr. E. W. Sikes,
(Clemson President)
Cadet Company
The board of trustees of Clemson college met at the college on
Friday the 28th. The chief matter
considered was the preparation of
the budget to be presented to
the Budget Commission for consideration. The rapid growth of
the student body makes this a matter of great importance to the
work of the college.
The trustees realize the need
for supplies and other operative
expenditures. Reports were made
by the president of the requests
by deans and directors.
It is relief to 'the trustees to
know that the allotment for an
additional barracks of 130 rooms
will relieve the congestion in the
barracks at present.

Education Frat
Inducts Six
•ess conventions
(Continued From Page 1)

Clemson charter of Iota Lambda
Sigma, national honorary Industrial Education fraternity, is inducting 6 seniors this week. They
are R. A. Bannister, B. F. Newman, C. D. Shealey, W. B. Zeigler, J. T. Whitney and C. F. Ballentine.
H. S. Tate, head of the Industrial Education department at
Clemson, Prof. J. L. Brock, Prof.
L. R. Booker, and Mrs. J. H. Hope,
Superintendent of education in
South Carolina are listed among
the prominent members of the
local fraternity chapter.
M. M. Miller is president, D. G.
Hughes, vice-president, and J. F.
Anderson, secretary.

Increased enrollment at Clemson has necessitated.the organization of an additional company, to
be known as Company H, Second
Regiment. It will I be the fourth
company in the second battalion
of the second regiment, and will
be quartered on the third flooi
of the second barracks.
R. J. Ferree, formerly Executive
lieutenant on F-2 is captain of H-2
while R. M. Dobson is to be Executive Lieutenant, T. E. Bell and
B. F. McLeod, first lieutenants,"
C. L. Jones, first sergeant, and
J. L. Houck, supply sergeant.

Students Urged To
Submit Manuscripts
President Tom Lawton, of Gamma Alpha Mu asked this week
that the student body be reminded that manuscripts submitted for
entrance into the Clemson honor
writer's fraternity must be turned in at Prof. John Lane's office
by Dec. 5.
The fraternity is sponsored by
Octavus Roy Cohen, the noted author, and Professor John Lane is
its adviser. Earl Mazo is secretary
of the fraternity.
Admission is based on "writings" submitted by the candidate
and judged solely by Dr. Cohen.
For entrance, Lawton says, the
candidate must write at least
two pieces „in the field of journalism, posary, fiction or belle letters.
Members of all classes are eligible.

association is in charge of the
convention.
Awards
For the purpose of maintaining
the high literary standard of the
South Carolina college publications, Mr. Franze announces that
the-Mrewihg awards will be made
at the meeting of the convention:
bgst newspaper and best magazine; awards to the best-in-class
of the following: poem, formal
E. Holman Smith, Euii^wilw1"
essay, book-review, short story,
graduate
in the class oi o a,' is a*
one-act play, news story, feature,
graduate student at Cornell Unieditorial, and sketch.
versity at Ithaca, N. Y.
Registration began at 3:00
He is staying at the Alpha Zeta
o'clock this afternoon. A picnic
Dr. B. O. Wililams left yestersupper will be served on the day for the University of Ken- fraternity house, one of the few
campus and will be followed by tucky, where he will attend the chapter houses in the United
an address by Dr. R. C. Grier, pres- American Country Life Associa- States.
ident of Erskine, welcoming mem- tion convention. Many nationally
bers of the organization. After prominent rural sociologists will
the luncheon, the Erskine Dramat- be present.
ics Club Will present a one-act
play. The program of the day will
be concluded by an Erskine soiree
sponsored by the staff of the Erskjne Mirror, the weekly news(Continued From Page 1)
paper of the college.
12:20
P. M.—iFall in on BowFriday Business
man
Field.
The annual business meeting
12:30 P. M.—Leave Bowman
will be held tomorrow morning Field for Calhoun.
and will be followed by a concert
App. 1:00 P. M.—Leave Calof the famous Kryl's symphony houn for Greenville.
orchestra. Bohumir Kryl has tourApp. 2.00 P. M.—Arrive at Coled this country continuously for lege Place, Greenville.
the past thirty-two years with his
8:00 P. M. Leave Greenville
fine symphony bands and is now from Southern Station.
on a nation-wide tour with his
The Corps will be dismissed
symphony orchestra.
from the train and be left on their
After a picnic lunch in the Pine own to get to the football stadium
Grove, the young writers will wit- which is about three blocks away.
ness Erskine's last home football As previously announced, tickets
game with the Seceders opposing will sell at 30c. The ticket will be
Western Carolina. The program in three parts, one train ticket to
will be concluded by a banquet Greenville, one return ticket to
in honor of the delegates at 7:30. Clemson, and one football ticket.
Officers
These tickets went on sale at
Other officers of the association Wednesday and were on sale
are- Miss Mary F. Griffin, vice- through Thursday morning.
president; Mack Robinson, corresponding secretary; Ray Sherer,
recording secretary; Mr. Paul
» Holtzman, treasurer. All officers
are students of Erskine College.
Members
The following publications will
be represented at the convention:
The Bulldog and The Shako from
The Citadel; The Tiger from Clemson College; The College of
Charleston Magazine; Periscope of
Coker College; The Parley Voo
and the Concept, Converse College; The Erskine Mirror and the
Golden Quill from Erskine College; The Hornet from Furman
Lander College; The Indian from
Newberry College; The Bluestocking, Presbyterian College; The
nsonian and the Winthrop
Journal from Winthrop; The Old
Gold and Black and The Journal,
Wofford College; and The Criterion from Columbia College.

Williams Attending
Kentucky Meeting

Editor Tad Shell of 1939 Taps
Clemson Annual, today announced
the appointment of twenty-two students to the Junior staff.
Next year's executive Taps staff
will be selected from these men.
The publication of a yearbook of
the size and quality of the Taps
is a tremendous task and requires
the concerted efforts of many men.
The various/jobs of these students
range from artistic, and literary,
to clerical and general business.
Editor Shell says the selection
of the next year's staff will be a
problem because of the genuine
ability shown by these boys.
The Junior staff includes:
Horde Stubblefield, chairman;
W. D. Anderson T. Bagnal, E. K.
Burdette, H. L. Cook, M. H. Cranford, F. M. Craven, L. A. Grayson,
P. T. Garrett, W. E. Hallman, R.
B. Huff, C. L. Jones, W. H. Manning, K. F. McLaurin, G. M. McMillan, G. S. Moore, J.- C. Muller,
W. O. VanWyck, B. L. Webb, H.
N. Webb, Jr., C. V. Wray, M.
Wright.

Honor Chemists
Tapped By
Athanor
Corps Tops All
Predecessors
Statistics from two fronts—the
registrars office and commanddant's office—indicate that this
year's corps is better disclipined
and more determined than any
group that has ever entered Clemson.
Figures from the registrar's office show that out of *2,108 men
who entered in September, only
27 have dropped out to date. Last
year 41 men out of an enrollment
of 1,877 had dropped out before
Nov. 1.
Sergeant K. R. Helt!on not to be
outdone by the registrar, also produced some very interesting figures. According to records produced by the Commandant's office,
1,588, or almost three-fourths of
the men, at Clemson have received
"""'"uomerits during the first month
ui tEis^term.
Mr. Metz and Sergeant Helton
expressed a great deal of enthusiasm over these records and said
that they were highly pleased with
the high morals which they indicated.
M. F. S.

Greenville,
Anderson,
Charleston,
Spartanburg
Lead List
Clemson's representation from
Greenville, Anderson, Charleston
and Spartanburg counties was
omitted from the article that appeared in a recent issue of the
Tiger about, the numbers here
from counties over the state. This
occurred through typographical
error.
Greenville county leads the state
with a representation of 139 boys;
Anderson is second with- 137;
Charleston third with 105; and
Spartanburg ranks fourth with
101.
The"eirare'"sTate"s~representatTcm
here is 1,866; and the student
body consists of 2,108 men.
There are nine college alumni
associations that are more than
100 years old.

Freshmen Are Healthy
This Year, Says Dr.
Dr. Lee Milford, Clemson surgeon, announced this week that
647 freshmen from a class of 741,
87.3 percent, passed the R. O. T.
C. physical examination.
"The 1938 freshman class is
physically the best in many years",
says Dr. Milford.

Athanor, honor chemistry fraternity, tapped ten cadets majoring in chemistry and chemical engineering this week.
They are: J. H. Bracey, chemical engineering; H. M. CooperV
chemical engineering; E. W. Griffin, chemistry; J. J. Kirton, chemical engineering; H. A. Rayson,
chemistry; J. L. Wilks, chemical
engineering; J. C. Crumbley,
chemical engineering; B. L. Lawton, chemistry; C. E. Littlejohn,
chemical engineering; B. H. Yarborough, chemistry.
The Athanor is petitioning for
membership in Alpha Chi Sigma,
a national professional chemistry
fraternity.

Pennsylvania
State
College
authorities are considering an
First collegiate courses in pulp
astronomical study project which and paper technology were offered
calls for the construction of nine by the University of Maine 25
observatories on its campus.
years ago.
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Literary Combine
(Continued From Page 1)
forensic meets and tournaments.
2. Acting host to visiting teams.
It shall he part of the society
policy to invite selected colleges
at least once a year to a Calhoun
Forensic meet and to provide the
program and entertainment necessary.
Should this resolution pass tonight, the Palmetto and Calhoun
societies will be dissolved, and
the Calhoun Forensic Society formed. Its organization meeting will
take place next week, and proper
steps for the institution of a
simple, effective constitution and
scheme of action will follow.

LET CASPAR-WAKE
SEAL THE BARGAIN
Patronize your TAPS photographers and get portraits in
which the entire cost is represented in the prints and the
mountings. Buy your photographs in attractive folders.
COMPIiETE as we deliver
them, ready to give to your
friends.

PAUL WHITEMAN

Every Wednesday Evening
GEORGE
BURNS

GRACIE
ALLEN

Every Friday Evening
All C. B. S. Stations
EDDIE DOOLEY

Football Highlights
Every Thursday and Saturday gM
52 Leading N. B. C Stations
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